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Volcanoes and Climate
I read your editorial (“Hazards Ahead”, April 1) with mounting alarm. And it nearly fooled me – until I noticed the date.

My alarm was occasioned by the many misstatements or false inferences that you make about climate change. They include: that human emission of greenhouse gases is proven to be causing dangerous temperature change; that rising alarm about volcanic eruptions can be used as a meaningful analogy for the dangers of climate change; that naturally cyclic Antarctic and Arctic sea-ice changes, and the shrinkage of glaciers, are threatening (have you visited the Franz Josef lately?); and that storms are becoming more extreme (a weakly established research hypothesis that is under strong dispute). 

Finally, your conclusion that “the new evidence of climate change doesn’t need to be witnessed” reveals a breathtaking insensitivity to the way in which empirical science actually works. Irrespective of the much-quoted, alarmist and unreliable computer models, facts that most definitely do need to be witnessed show that human-caused global warming cannot be measured as distinct from natural temperature variability. In other words, any human effect on global climate currently lies within the noise of the system. 

No country has a greater need than New Zealand to understand earth hazards, climate included. It is therefore a pity that your editorial was not informed by some of the many outstanding climate records that have been described by New Zealand geologists. These records show quite clearly that climate change is the norm, and that the bi-decadal change in temperature measured during the late 20th century – which happened to be warming, but will be followed by cooling – was unusual in neither its magnitude nor its rate.

Satirical writing of this type, even on April 1, has the potential to badly mislead the public, and I suggest you desist from it. 

—Professor Bob Carter, Townsville, Queensland 

